
The EASE Actor Development EnvironmentPaul Scerri and Nancy E. ReedTechnical Report: TACSIM-99-01Real-time Systems LaboratoryDepartment of Computer and Information ScienceLink�oping University, S-581 83 Link�oping, Swedenpausc,nanre@ida.liu.seOctober 1999AbstractIn interactive simulations it is often desirable to have intelligent ac-tors playing the roles of humans. Drawing on a wide range of previouswork this paper presents a system that is intended to reduce some of thediÆculties involved in the development of actors. We present a systemcalled EASE (End-user Actor Speci�cation Environment) that providestools and methods to support end user development of intelligent actors.The tools support the whole development process from design to testing.The EASE actor architecture is a multi-agent system where a process ofcontract making and negotiation between agents determines the actionsof the actor.1 IntroductionIn modern, complex, interactive simulations it is often highly desirable to haveintelligent actors playing the roles of humans. The actors' task is diÆcult { sens-ing the (simulated) environment, choosing a course of action that exibly andintelligently follows designer intentions and sending appropriate commands backto the environment, all in real-time. The actors' reasoning may need to be verycomplex taking into account a variety of factors including the current situation,a variety of concurrent, potentially conicting goals, team members, opponents,previous actions, resource constraints and so on [Tambe et al., 1995b].In order for the simulation in which the actors are embedded to be useful theactors must usually act in a human-like manner. Often knowledge of preciselyhow an actor should act will be expert knowledge hence it is desirable to havedomain experts, as opposed to actor experts, specifying actor behavior.A plethora of recent work has resulted in architectures for actors with a widerange of abilities. However in many cases the actor architectures are diÆcult touse, support only an adhoc development process and provide little support for1



reuse. Virtually no architecture allows domain experts to directly specify actorbehavior. This in turn leads to an expensive, frustrating development process[Jennings et al., 1998, Nwana, 1999, Wooldrige and Jennings, 1998]. It is clearlydesirable to improve the process of creating intelligent actors.Drawing on a wide range of previous work this paper presents a system thatis intended to reduce some of the diÆculties involved in the development ofuseful, complex actors. The system, called EASE (Enduser Actor Speci�cationEnvironment), is a group of tools and an associated methodology for the de-velopment of complex, intelligent actors. The system provides support for allstages of development from design through testing to reuse. In particular thesystem is intended to represent the �rst step toward putting actor developmentcapabilities into the hands of the domain experts. By providing structure andsupport for a simple, rapid development process along with an accessible actorarchitecture, EASE provides the basis for end user development.1.1 Overview of EASEWithin EASE an actor speci�cation consists of a hierarchy of agents where eachagent is responsible for some aspect of the overall actor behavior (see Figure1). Each agent takes into account only it's speci�c task and is hence fairlysimple. Below an agent in the hierarchy are other agents that perform parts ofit's behavior.At runtime an actor's speci�cation is turned into a multi-agent system whereoverall actor behavior is determined by a continuous process of contract makingand negotiation between agents. Agents form a hierarchy of contracts thenagents at the bottom of the hierarchy negotiate amongst themselves over theactual output of the actor.On top of the multi-agent actor architecture EASE enforces a methodologyfor actor development that covers all stages of development, from design throughto reuse. EASE also provides tool support for the implementation task whichallows completely graphical development, achievable by non-programmers. Thetools have been designed to make reuse as simple as possible, primarily byenforcing strict modularity. To make the process of testing as quick and painlessas possible integrated tool support exists for quickly inspecting and debuggingactors at runtime. The development aids with the EASE system combined withan underlying powerful agent runtime engine allow relatively inexperienced usersto create useful actors for complex simulation environments.1.2 Target DomainThe initial target domain for this system is simulated aircraft pilots. The TACSIair-combat simulator [Aircraft, 1995], developed at Saab AB, is used for bothtraining of human pilots and testing of new systems. In this domain new actorbehavior is often required, either to test new systems or to train pilots. It isdesirable that the engineers and pilot trainers that actually use the simulatorcan de�ne the behavior of the pilot actors. These people are well educated and2



accustomed to using computers but not necessarily AI/actor experts. Manyof the scenarios involved are very similar increasing the desirability of easilyreusing parts of existing speci�cations. The pilot actors need to appear to beintelligent and act realistically in a very complex environment. The actuatorsfor the actor, i.e. the aircraft controls, are extremely complex and allow manydegrees of freedom [Tambe et al., 1995a].1.3 Related WorkRecently there has been a lot of interest in development methodologies foragents. Examples include methodologies for Belief Desire Intention (BDI) agents[Kinny and George�, 1996], for behavior based agents [Bryson, 1998], for dis-tributed multi-agent systems [Bussman, 1998], for safety critical multi-agentsystems [Bouchefra et al., 1998] and a more general method for a range of agentoriented systems [Wooldridge et al., 1999].Development environments, often including substantial graphical support,exist for building actors or agents for a variety of domains. For example theBond system for collaborative network agents [B�ol�oni and Marinescu, 1999],Jackal for agent based communication infrastructure [Cost et al., 1999], Zeusfor distributed agents [Nwana et al., 1999], the Icon Modelling Tool (IMT) formobile agents [Falchuk and Karmouch, 1998] and MissionLab[MacKenzie, 1996]for robotics. None of these tools are suited for creating complex actors forsimulation environments.Systems do exist for developing actors for interactive simulations. TheAgentSheets system, for example, is designed to allow users with very limitedcomputing experience, often children, to develop fairly complex actors [Repen-ning, 1993]. AgentSheets agents, however, are greatly restricted in the type ofsensing and acting they can do. KidSim is also designed to allow very inexperi-enced users to develop intelligent actors [Smith et al., 1997]. Like Agentsheets,KidSim is very restrictive in the possible behavior and types of environment.EASE �ts into a niche between the systems mentioned above. EASE providesa structured developmentmethodology to improve the process of building actors.However, somewhat in contrast to the methodologies above, the emphasis of thisprocess is to build the systems quickly and easily. Like AgentSheets, EASE isnot intended to be used only by actor or programming experts. However theincreased abilities of EASE actors, as compared to those of AgentSheets, meansthat EASE users will need to be more experienced than AgentSheets users.In many ways EASE attempts to meet the same goals for simulation actordevelopment as MissionLab does for robot programming.2 Multi-agent Decision MakingIn this section the functioning of the multi-agent system that controls an actoris explained. In the following section the development process for such a multi-agent system is described. 3
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Figure 1: Part of an actor speci�cation for a simple pilot patrol actorThere are two main types of agent, referred to as managers and engineers, inthe multi-agent system of an actor. The agents are arranged hierarchically intoa forest of trees. Engineers will be the leaf nodes of the trees, i.e. at the bottomof the hierarchies, while all other nodes are managers. Connections between thenodes are in the form of contracts.Manager type agents are charged with more abstract tasks. To achieve theirtasks manager agents contract other agents, either engineers or other managers,to ful�ll speci�c parts of the task. A manager may have contracts with zero ormore agents at any time and may break existing contracts or make new contractsover time. For example one manager agent may be responsible for a particularpatrol mission. The manager could contract a sequence of agents one for takingo�, one for ying through each of the patrol's waypoints and one for landingthe aircraft.Contracts form the only connections between managers and other agentsin the system. The contracts always form the agents into a strict hierarchy.At design time a designer hardcodes the contracts a manager should make tohandle a particular situation, i.e. there is no service brokering or negotiation to�nd an appropriate agent. An agent will not refuse a contract request from amanager for a new contract, in fact at the implementation level a new agent iscreated speci�cally to service the contract.At runtime, if for some reason an agent is unable to ful�ll its contract, eithertemporarily or permenantly, it will inform the manager that contracted it. Thecontracting manager may then choose another course of action, if it has one, or4



report the failure to the manager that contracted it.The designer will specify one or more agents to be started at runtime. Thespeci�ed agents will be the only agents not contracted by another agent atruntime. Generally the starting agents will form the tops of hierarchies of agentsthat in turn control the actor.A special type of manager agent, called a list manager, is associated witha type of thing in the environment. For every instance of the type sensed bythe actor the list manager will contract an agent and assign it to the speci�cinstance. For example a list manager responsible for avoiding midair collisionswill contract a speci�c agent to avoid each particular midair obstacle. Eachcontracted agent needs only concern itself with the speci�c obstacle it was as-signed.The other main type of agent (a manager was the �rst) is an engineer.Engineers are at the bottom of the agent hierarchies. Engineer agents negotiatewith other engineer agents over the output of the actor, i.e. the commands theactor sends to the environment. Each engineer \argues" for output values thatbest ful�ll the task it has been contracted to achieve.Each degree of freedom of the actor is associated with a factory, e.g. a sim-ulated pilot may have factories for aircraft heading and speed. In this way thecomplex negotiations over the actors' behavior is split into a number of sim-pler negotiations. A factory continuously suggests possible output values to allengineers that have registered interest in its output. The interested engineersrespond with their satisfaction with the suggested output value. At regularintervals the factory sends to the environment the output value most acceptableto the interested engineers.For example a factory for the heading of an aircraft may have two interestedengineers. One of the engineers is responsible for avoiding a particular aircraftand another is responsible for getting to a particular waypoint (see Figure 2).The avoidance engineer will be satis�ed with any heading suggestion that leadsto avoiding the other aircraft, and be more satis�ed with headings that resultin comfortably avoiding the aircraft. The waypoint agent will be satis�ed withheadings that result in generally heading towards the waypoint and happierwith those that result in heading directly toward the waypoint. Hopefully thefactory can �nd a heading that satis�es both the engineers.The process of negotiation is continuous. Because the environment will bechanging as the negotiation proceeds so may engineers preferences for di�erentoutput values also change. When new engineers are contracted or when existingengineers are stopped the factory negotiation simply continues on, albeit withthe new set of agents. The continuous nature of the negotiation means thatit is an anytime algorithm [Zilberstein, 1996] and hence is suitable for (soft)real-time actors.The negotiation mechanism allows multiple high level tasks to be attended tosimultaneously without a designer having explicitly considered the interactionsbetween the tasks. Each manager, responsible for one high level task, simplycontracts appropriate agents to perform pieces of its overall task. At the bottomof the subsequent hierarchies the engineers associated with the di�erent tasks5
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Figure 2: A snapshot of the multi-agent actor controller
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negotiate amongst themselves and the factories to �nd a solution that achievesall, or as many as possible of the managers' tasks. The negotiation processintegrates the high level tasks without designer intervention.The earlier example, with two engineers, raises the question of what happenswhen the factory cannot �nd an output value that satis�es all of the interestedagents. When not all engineers can be satis�ed the priority of the engineers istaken into account.The priority of an agent is a function of three factors. The �rst factor is theintrinsic priority of the agent. The intrinsic priority is a static value based onthe type of task the agent has, e.g. a safety critical ground avoidance agent has ahigher intrinsic priority than a fuel conservation agent. The second factor of thepriority is referred to as the organizational priority. The organizational priorityis de�ned by the role the agent has in the overall system. For example theaforementioned fuel conservation agent will have a high organizational prioritywhen contracted by a manager responsible for leaving hazardous territory. The�nal factor of an agent's priority is referred to as environmental priority. Theenvironmental priority is dynamic and varies according to the signi�cance ofthe agent given the current environmental circumstances. For example a fuelconservation agent may have high environmental priority when the remainingfuel is low and the aircraft is far from base.Although most signi�cant for engineers, all agents have a priority. For man-agers the priority system, in particular the organizational factor, means thathigher priority managers get more say in low level negotiations, i.e. a higherpriority manager will have engineers lower down in their hierarchy with highorganizational priorities and hence more say in negotiations.3 Actor DevelopmentEASE supports the whole development process, from design to testing to reuse.Many of the development stages are explicitly supported by tools while for otherstages of development a particular methodology is advocated. In this section thedevelopment process with EASE is explained in detail with particular emphasison the tool support provided.
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Figure 3: The actor development process7



The development of an actor (see Figure 3) begins with the design of trees oftasks and behaviors that describe the overall behavior of the actor. Behaviors,continuous aspects of the actor's overall behavior, e.g. ground avoidance, aremixed freely with tasks, time bounded aspects of the actor's overall behavior,e.g. ying to a waypoint. The design need not consist of a single tree but maybe a forest of trees. The tops of trees represent high level abstract behaviors ofthe actor. Further down the tree are more speci�c aspects of the actors overallbehavior (see Figure 1). There is no timing or sequencing information at thisstage, there is simply a breakdown of overall functionality into pieces.The next stage of development is to assign an agent to each node in the taskforest. The agent will be performing the task assigned to that node. Leaf nodeswill be assigned engineers and internal nodes, managers. Branches betweennodes are replaced by contract speci�cations. The internal behavior of theagents enforces appropriate sequencing of tasks.The assignment of agents to nodes is done in two steps. Firstly, existinglibraries of agents are consulted to �nd agents that can be reused. Often reusableagents would have been created for other, similar scenarios. In most cases ifan agent is found to match a non-leaf node in the behavior forest a wholeagent hierarchy will be found for the node's branch. Usually an agent can beimported without change, however some tuning may be required later to adjustthe priorities of the imported agents to the new speci�cation. The amount oftuning should be minimal and be required only at the top of the imported agenthierarchy.When appropriate agents cannot be found in existing libraries they are cre-ated in the core of the EASE system { the agent speci�cation tool (see Figure4). To specify an agent the designer speci�es a name, intrinsic priority, envi-ronmental priority function, a state machine for controlling behavior and anycontracts or factory assignments the agent will have.The name of the agent can be any text, hopefully describing the intendedfunctionality of the agent. Next the designer needs to specify whether theagent is a manager or an engineer. The intrinsic priority is set via a slider andshould reect the designer's assessment of the importance of the functionalityof the agent when considered in isolation. The environmental priority functionis de�ned via the function speci�cation system (described below). The functionmaps actor sensor readings to values representing the importance of the agent inthe particular situation, e.g. sensor readings indicating proximity to the groundshould map to high values for an agent responsible for ground avoidance.The state machine for an agent provides the mechanism by which the deci-sion making of an individual agent is de�ned. (Having state machines as theonly decision making mechanism is a current speci�cation system limitation,rather than an important aspect of the overall system.) The state machinesare standard single level Moore state-machines. State transition conditions arede�ned with the function speci�cation system. If the agent is an engineer, foreach state in the state machine the engineer is assigned to negotiate with aspeci�c factory (i.e. over a particular degree of freedom). The function spec-i�cation system is used, once again, to de�ne the function that the engineer8



Figure 4: The Agent Speci�cation subsystem
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uses to determine the acceptability of a factory suggestion. Alternatively, ifthe agent is a manager, for each state the designer speci�es the contracts themanager should make in each state. Specifying a contract consists of selectingwhich agent should be contracted and instantiating any parameters associatedwith the contracted agent (e.g. the waypoint to y to).Once an actor has been partially or fully speci�ed it can be tested in the tar-get simulation environment. In order to support an iterative process of testingand incrementally expanding or improving actor behavior a number of graph-ical interfaces display interactively and in real-time the status of the agent'sreasoning system.The main testing interface shows all the currently active agents and theircurrent status. The interface allows the designer to see whether the right agentsare being created and whether the agents seem to be reacting to the environmentin the desired manner, e.g. by creating appropriate contracts of arguing forreasonable output values. Problems such as state transitions being taken at thewrong time or wrong contracts being entered into can be observed with the tool.The designer can return to the agent speci�cation system and make appropriatechanges if problems are observed.If the behavior of the actor is not as expected, but the correct agents seemto be active and in the correct states, the designer can use another tool to viewthe status of negotiations (see Figure 5). This tool gives a real-time view of theoutput of a factory and the satisfaction of each of the interested engineers to thefactories suggestions. The designer may observe that some agents, due possibly,to overly high priority are getting too much say in a negotiation. Going back tothe speci�cation the intrinsic priority of the agent (or the agent that contractedit) could be lowered or the environmental priority function for the agent (orthe agent that contracted it) changed. Alternatively it may be observed thatan agent seems to be calculating incorrect values. To investigate further thedesigner can pop up another window that allows snapshots of the details offunction calculations to be displayed. If the designer �nds problems here theycan return to the function speci�cation system to rectify the problem.The cycle of speci�cation and testing will be repeated until the required actorbehavior is achieved. The �nal stage of the development process is making thenewly created speci�cation available for reuse. However reuse requires no furthere�ort! New actor speci�cations can use parts of the current speci�cation in acompletely black box fashion.3.1 Function Speci�cationThe function speci�cation system allows a designer to specify the di�erent func-tions that an agent uses(see Figure 6). The requirements on the function spec-i�cation system are quite imposing. Potentially extremely complex functionsneed to be speci�ed, e.g. the activation function of an avoid enemy aircraft agentwould take into account a wide range of factors about the relative positions ofthe other aircraft, in a way that does not require professional programmers andat the same time encourages reuse. The function speci�cation system is based on10
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the idea of a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet paradigm was chosen because of thesuccessful way non-computing professionals can develop complex functionalitywith a spreadsheet despite not being able to program.The function speci�cation system does not look like a conventional spread-sheet (the cells are not laid out in grid, rather they appear in a tree structure)and has some features that do not appear in conventional spreadsheets, mostimportantly parameterizable cells. Because cells are parameterizable so arefunctions. In turn because functions are parameterizable so are agents. Param-eterizable functions and agents lead to high levels of reuse, as well as reducingthe speci�cation size. The other major di�erence to a spreadsheet is that valuesand functions are not entered as text rather they are created by selecting optionsfrom lists. This removes the possibility of speci�cation errors due to syntax ortype problems.

Figure 6: The Function Speci�cation subsystem4 DiscussionIn a series of famous papers Brooks argues strongly against the dominant waysthat AI practitioners went about building intelligent systems [Brooks, 1991a,Brooks, 1991b]. Rather than complex, monolithic systems incapable of inter-acting with the real world Brooks advocates a behavior-based approach wherethe overall behavior of a situated actor is broken horizontally into smaller pieces12



of behavior. It is argued that actors should be built by creating simple behav-iors then incrementally \subsuming" the existing behaviors with more complexbehaviors.Brooks' behavior-based idea is extremely promising. An intuitive breakdownof overall actor behavior and a low risk incremental development process seemimmediately possible. For users unaccustomed to building actors, in particulardomain experts, the behavior-based paradigm potentially o�ers much especiallyin terms of having an actor speci�cation that matches an intuitive breakdownof the actors' task. However subsumption and behavior-based systems have notdelivered all they have promised. One of the key reasons seems to be that thesubtle interactions between individual behaviors means that the complexity ofadding new behaviors to an actor soon becomes overwhelming [Bryson, 1998].Recently a variety of di�erent approaches have been taken to reduce the com-plexity of the interactions or, at least provide methods for allowing developersto handle the complexity better. The methods either organize behaviors di�er-ently, e.g. [Parker, 1998, Blumberg and Galyean, 1995], or combine the outputsof the behaviors in a di�erent way, e.g. [Yen and Puger, 1995, Pirjanin, 1998,Riekki, 1998, Rosenblatt, 1997]. With the EASE actor architecture we are tak-ing this trend one step further.A behavior in a behavior-based system is an agent in EASE. By elevatingbehaviors to the status of agents the interactions between behaviors simplify inthe same way that \agentifying" other complex systems simpli�es the interac-tions between subsystems. In e�ect, using agents instead of behaviors makesbehaviors \active" rather than passive entities. The interaction between agentscan then be strictly controlled, through contracts and negotiations, and moreeasily understood { drastically reducing the complexity of the e�ects on over-all behavior due to subtle interactions. The reduction in the amount of subtleinteractions between behaviors should lead to an increase in the level of actorcomplexity that a designer can be reasonably expected to develop.The EASE multi-agent system, being an extension of behavior-based ideas,shares many properties with \standard" behavior-based systems. EASE liesvery much towards the reactive end of a reactive-deliberative scale. Agents aregenerally very simple, mapping sensor input to appropriate contracts or negoti-ation strategies. However this need not be the case, agents could potentially bemore complex doing any type of planning or reasoning. The overall behavior ofan actor is an emergent result of the agents' interactions with others and withthe world.The potentially conicting requirements of a usable development environ-ment and genuinely useful actors imply an underlying actor architecture withthe following characteristics:� Actor speci�cations with abstract, loosely coupled speci�cation elements;and� A runtime engine that combines the speci�cation elements in a powerfuland exible manner. 13
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Figure 7: The result of a simulation run in TACSI.The former characteristic addresses usability. It is likely to be diÆcult to builda development system that \compiles" a user speci�cation into an actor un-less there is a fairly close correspondence between the speci�cation and run-time mechanisms (in the same way there is a close correspondence betweenconstraint programming or imperative programming speci�cations and their re-spective runtime mechanisms.) Hence it seems reasonable to assume that theactor architecture will need to have features that support enduser development.Abstraction is a mechanism used in all kinds of speci�cation problems to allowa designer to break problems into manageable pieces. Loose coupling betweenspeci�cation elements is a desirable feature of a program design the reducescomplexity, makes for more readable speci�cations and encourages reuse.The latter characteristic, i.e. a powerful computational engine, addressesthe problem of creating genuinely useful actors. Intuitively the more exiblyand powerfully a speci�cation can be interpreted by the runtime engine themore useful behavior will be observed from a speci�cation of a certain sizeand complexity. (The same phenomena can be observed with constraint andimperative programming. The constraint runtime engine is far more powerfulthan an imperative one leading to smaller and simpler constraint programs forsome problems.) For example, if an actor runtime engine simply chooses the �rstapplicable situation-action rule from some list the overall behavior for even alarge speci�cation is likely to be fairly simple. At the other end of the spectrumif the runtime engine takes the speci�cation, supplements it with common sensereasoning and previous experience then invokes sophisticated planning routines14



the observed behavior of the actor will probably be fairly sophisticated. Itfollows that the EASE runtime engine should be as powerful as possible.The actor architecture underlying EASE ful�lls the two characteristics. Thehierarchical structure and \single-mindedness" of the individual agents providesthe loose coupling and abstraction desired. The multi-agent runtime engineprovides the powerful reasoning system required to make useful actors.Figure 7 shows the output from a simulation run in TACSI. There is oneaircraft controlled by EASE. Notice the way the aircraft smoothly integratesgetting to the waypoint and avoiding approaching aircraft. The ight path isreminiscent of obstacle avoidance paths for behavior based robots. Althoughthis example is very simple it goes someway toward illustrating that the multi-agent system can produce some reasonable behavior. The jury is still out onwhether the emergent behavior can produce usefully realistic behavior. Morework needs to be done to determine precisely the strengths and weaknesses ofthe approach.Both major aspects of EASE, namely the underlying computational engineand the overlying speci�cation process, have been designed by looking at ex-isting systems and attempting to improve modularity. Our previous experiencedeveloping agents suggests that modularity in agent speci�cations is a key toscaling up, reducing costs, improving testability and so on. The intended usagescenario for EASE makes modularity even more critical. In particular goodmodularity should provide the following desirable properties:� Rapid Prototyping. Over time libraries of agents can be built up. Newactors can be rapidly put together by reusing old agents, i.e. parts of oldactors.� Highly Complex Actors. As with the development and design of any com-plex system modularity is a key to making a speci�cation comprehensibleand manageable.� Use by Novices. Once libraries of agents have been developed relativenovices should be able to piece together agents in order to create requiredactors.� Good Development Process. All reasonable software development pro-cesses rely on being able to break the problem down into pieces, developingactors should be no di�erent.� Development Teams. Good modularity of speci�cation allows di�erentdevelopers to work on di�erent parts of the same actor, leading to shorterdevelopment times.Modularity was emphasized in the computational engine through limitinginteractions between the agents. To an even greater extent modularity was adriving concern in the design of the development system. The modularity waslargely achieved by ensuring that the tools encouraged breaking a task intopieces. The idea of speci�c purpose agents leaves little room for, say, mixing15



ying to a waypoint with avoiding obstacles. In a complementary way the toolsprovide no mechanisms for considering the internals of other agents or evenknowing about the existence of any agents except those directly, hierarchicallyrelated.5 Future WorkFuture work is intended to push the system even further towards the handsof domain experts rather than the present, realistic target of low level agentsand functions created by agent experts and pieced together by domain experts.At the time of writing EASE was about to begin testing on site at Saab withsimulation experts.Future work on the actor architecture will include experimenting with di�er-ent negotiation mechanisms, including the method the factory uses for �ndingnew suggestion values, the protocol for the negotiation and the function thefactory uses to decide which suggestion is the \best". At present negotiationonly occurs at the level of engineers, in the future negotiation between managersmay allow better integration of multiple high level goals.Future work on the EASE speci�cation system will focus on ways of encour-aging designers to develop actor speci�cations that can be easily reused. At theother end of the development cycle the process of identifying which parts of newspeci�cations can use existing agents and how the appropriate existing agentscan be identi�ed will be improved.AcknowledgmentsThis work is supported by Saab AB, Operational Analysis division, The SwedishNational Board for Industrial and Technical Development (NUTEK), undergrants IK1P-97-09677 and IK1P-98-06280, and Link�oping University's Centerfor Industrial Information Technology (CENIIT), under grant 99.7.References[Aircraft, 1995] Saab Military Aircraft. The TACSI users guide. technical reportGDIO-MI-98:356. Technical report, Saab Military Aircraft, 1995. Edition 5.2.[Blumberg and Galyean, 1995] Bruce Blumberg and Tinsley Galyean. Multi-level control of autonomous animated creatures for real-time virtual environ-ments. In Siggraph '95 Proceedings, pages 295{304, New York, 1995. ACMPress.[B�ol�oni and Marinescu, 1999] Ladislau B�ol�oni and Dan Marinescu. A frame-work for building collaborative network agents. Technical Report CSD-TR#99-001, Purdue University, 1999. 16
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